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Q.1- Read the passage and write the answers briefly. [Marks-5]

Our Environment is our surrounding. This includes living and non-living things around
us. The non-living components of environment are land, water and air. The living
components are germs, plants, animals and people. All plants and animals adjust to the
environment in which they are born and live. A charge in any component of the
environment may cause discomfort and affect normal life. Any unfavorable change or
degeneration in the environment is known as ‘Environmental Pollution.
We need to protect our environment to live happily. For better environment, all its
components should be protected from pollution and the surroundings should be clean. We
need to take good care of our land, water resources, forests and atmosphere. it is also
necessary to ensure a balance between these resources and living creatures, to meet our
needs.
1. What is environment? Ans- Our surrounding
2. Why it is necessary to ensure a balance between living and non-living things?
Ans- to meet our needs.
3. What is environmental pollution?
Ans- Any unfavorable change or degeneration in the environment is known as
‘Environmental Pollution.
4. Write third form of the verbs ‘live, generate’
Ans- Left
Generated
5. Write similar word for ‘necessary’
Ans- Essential
Q.2. Read the passage and choose the correct option given below. [Marks-5]

Insects are small creatures with six legs, no backbone and a body divided into three parts. They are the
most plentiful of all living creatures. From man’s point of view, insect can be divided into two main kinds
;those which are useful and those which are harmful to him. There are also those which are merely
interesting and beautiful.
Bees and silkworms are examples of useful insects. Bees collect honey and wax from flowers for our
use. Silkworms supply us silk. These insects provide man food and clothing.

Locusts and mosquitoes are harmful to man. Locusts eat all growing plants, trees and crop every year.
Mosquitoes pass the dangerous disease of malaria. Every year millions of people fall ill or even die of
malaria.

1- ---------- are classified as insects
Ans- C) Bees and silkworms.
2-The following insects are useful
Ans- C) Bees and silkworms.
3-a From man’s point of view, insect can be divided into two main kinds
Ans- B) Useful-harmful
4-a The insects supply man
Ans- A) honey and wax
5-a Following insect spread the disease
Ans- b) Mosquitoes

Q.3- You are head captain of the junior section in your school, Your school has decided to organize a quiz
context for the students of junior section. Write a notice with all details, on the school notice board. Put
the notice in the box not more than 50 words. [Marks-5]

Answer

NOTICE

KV NDA

QUIZ CONTEST

07/08/2018

All the students of junior section are informed that our school has organized quiz contest on
15th August 2018. Those who are interested may send their entries to the CCA Department up
to 12th August 2018. Each house can send 4 students only. Attractive prizes will be given. Time
09-30 AM. To 11-30 AM. Venue Auditorium Hall.

Abhinav
Junior Captain

Q.4- Write an application to the principal ask him/her to give you fee concession. [Marks-5]

AnsTo
The Principal
KV NDA Khadakwasla
Pune 23

Sub: Required/Request For Fee Concession

07/08/2018

Respected Sir,
I beg to say that I am very poor student of the school. My father is not able to pay the school fee,
because he is very poor. He earns rupees 4000 only per month as his salary. There are 6 members in my
family.

I request you to kindly grant me a full fee concession. If you do so I’ll be very obliged for this your kind
act.
Thank You
Yours Obediently,

Mansi
Class 7th C

Q.5- Each of the following sentences has two blanks. Fill in the blanks with appropriate forms of the
word given in brackets. [Marks-6]
1. The ---------- said that only fresh evidence would make him change his ------------ .[judge]
2. I didn’t notice any serious ------------- of opinion among the debaters, although they -----------from one another over small points.[differ]
3.It’s a fairly simple question to ------------- but will you accept my ------------ as
final.[answer]
4.It isn’t ------------- that ----------- should always be the mother of invention.[necessary]
5.Hermits are ----------- men. How they acquire their ---------- no one can tell.[Wise]
6. Asking for ---------- is as noble as willingness to ----------. [Forgive]
Q.6- Fill in the blanks in the following paragraph. [Marks-4]
Today is Sunday. I’m wondering whether I should stay at home or go out. If I -------[go] out, I -------[miss] the lovely Sunday lunch at home. If I ---------[stay] for lunch, I -------[miss] the Sunday film
showing at Archana Theatre. I think I’ll go out and see the film, only to avoid getting too fat.
Q.7- Answer the following questions. [Marks-10]
1- What suggestions were made in answer to the third question?
Ans- In answer to the third question some said that science was the most important thing.
Others suggested fighting or religious worship.
2- Had the beggar come to Rukku Manni’s house for the first time? Give reasons for your answer.
Ans- No, it was not the first visit of the beggar to Rukku Manni’s house. She tells Tapi. “He has been
coming here everyday for the last week.”
3- “he liked to tease and play.” Who is teasing whom? How?

Ans- The squirrel teases the person with whom he plays. He will run around the tree and change
direction suddenly.
4- What have you learnt about sense of duty from the ants?
Ans- They do not intrupt/interfere in work of others.
5- How could an elephant be taught to sit or walk?
Ans- It is necessary to teach the elephant to sit or walk because, it grows taller and you can’t climb
up to his back without ladder which you can’t carry for all the times.

